Become a Friend of the Freight!

Name: ___________________________________________ Street: ____________________________
City: ___________________________ State: _______ Zip: ____________
Phone: __________________________ Email: __________________________

Donor Levels & Benefits – all gifts are fully tax deductible to the extent of the law.

☐ FRIEND – $50: Exclusive opportunities to purchase tickets before they go on sale to the public. Annual report of your impact sent to you.

☐ PATRON – $100 or $9/month: $2 ticket discount for Freight shows. 10% discount off Freight classes and workshops. Recognition on the annual donor wall plus all benefits of $50 donation.

☐ CONTRIBUTOR – $300 or $25/month: 2 Freight concession drink coupons plus all benefits of $100 donation.

☐ ADVOCATE – $500 or $42/month: 15% discount on Freight merchandise plus all benefits of $300 donation.

☐ BENEFACTOR – $1,000 or $84/month: Invitation to donor appreciation house concert plus all benefits of $500 donation.

☐ MUSIC MAKER $2,500 or $208/month: Reserved seat privileges. Gift a pair of tickets to another nonprofit plus all benefits of $1,000 donation.

☐ MUSIC MAKER – $5,000 or $417/month: Opportunity to meet privately with an artist or group at a Freight performance (scheduled with the Freight and dependent on availability). Major donor recognition (donor wall and annually in the calendar) plus all benefits of $2,500 donation

☐ MUSIC MAKER – $10,000 or $834/month: Opportunity to sponsor or underwrite a select Freight performance, with recognition from the stage and an artist Meet & Greet, dependent on availability. Invitation to annual Artistic Director’s Appreciation Event plus all benefits of $2,500 donation

Customize your donation: $______________

☐ Recognize in printed materials as:__________________________________________________________

☐ I prefer my gift to be anonymous

Payment Methods

☐ Check Attached
☐ Please charge my credit card

Credit Card #: ____________________________ Exp. Date: ____________

Signature: ____________________________

Double Your Gift! Ask your employer for matching gift guidelines.

For tax purposes and employer matching gift plans: Berkeley Society for the Preservation of Traditional Music (operating as the Freight & Salvage) is a nonprofit tax-exempt organization pursuant to Internal Revenue Service Code Sec. 501c (3). Federal ID: 94-2887073

Mail this form with payment to: Freight & Salvage, 2020 Addison Street, Berkeley, CA 94704